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Many thanks to Lynda for the invitation to judge this year.  Thanks also to Heather McRae for all her 

help on the day. 

Breed Classes 
 
Russian Blue Kitten Male 
 
1st & BOB Stark’s Dushenka Duke Ellington (16a) M 10.9.11  The sweetest baby just short of 4 
months with a delightful purrsonality!  Lovely Russian “look”.  He is of good size and weight and 
elegant.  Long tapered tail, still ghost banded.  Large, beautifully set ears. Good short wedge.   Eyes 
just a fraction small and still changing colour – currently 2 toned green.  Slight slope to nose.  
Teething but bite level.  Good whisker pads.  Mid blue coat which is sound at the roots.  Density 
developing.  Flat skull, brow still rounded as yet.  Silvery sheen to paws and head.  Could have played 
with him all day! 
 
2nd Curtis’ Curtilla Grey Mirage (16a) M 6.6.11  Like chalk and cheese these two.  Mirage looked 
the size of a fully grown male although without the maturity.  He also has a wonderful gentle 
temperament.  Very pale silvery blue colour.  Really large vertically set ears.  Top of head flat 
although angle not quite there yet.  Longish slightly straight nose.  Level bite and good chin.  Long, 
slightly thick tail.  Fairly short plushy coat just a fraction paler at the roots.  Almond shaped eyes with 
a slight slant, could be a little larger.  Shows some whisker pads although would like his muzzle a 
little broader. 
 
Russian Blue Kitten Female 
 
1st Stark’s Dushenka Duchess Silvabel (16a) F 10.9.11    Litter sister to BOB kitten and very 
similar.  Fairly short coat with some density.  Short wedge and good whisker pads.  Level bite and 
good chin.  Lovely ears for size and set.  Almond shaped eyes still changing colour at the moment.  
Skull still rounded but angle is apparent.  Very slight slope to nose.  Coat is sound.  Good Russian 
expression 
 
2nd Curtis’ Curtilla Blue Luna Eclipse (16a) F 6.6.11    A very sweet natured girl.  Excellent size 
and fair weight.  Lovely expression.  Large vertically set ears.  Good whisker pads.  Good width to 
muzzle.  Short wedge.  Flat skull and good angle.  Level bite and quite good chin. Very slight slope to 
nose.    Eyes slightly deep set and could be larger – 2 tone green at the moment.   Coat is slightly 
paler at roots.  Slightly thick base to her tail but of good length – some rings.  Good silvery sheen.  
Good Russian expression. 
 
3rd Johnson’s Troika Eva Petrova (16a) F 6.5.11  This lady was very unhappy and had to be 
returned to her pen with some speed!  Rather a long wedge which is also narrow.  Profile rather 
straight.  Level bite and good chin.  Eyes changing colour at the moment.  Skull appeared flat.  Ears 
need to be larger and they have too much width between.  Coat was lying flat on the day and is still 
quite tabby banded. 
 
Russian Blue Neuter Female 
 
1st PC & BOB Ch. Shoelina Milyukova (16a) FN 26.2.04  A very mature looking female of nearly 8 
years of age.  A big girl who was happier in the pen where she was extremely friendly.  Lovely short 



broad wedge and excellent whisker pads.  Vertically set ears although they could be a little larger.  
Almond shaped eyes of light green.  Short nose with a slight slope.  Level bite and very good chin.  
Well shaped tail of balanced length – faint tail rings.  A really plush dense coat which most certainly 
stands away from the body (so thick it can’t lie down!)  Slightly lighter at the roots and could be a 
little softer to the touch.  Lovely Russian expression. 
 
2nd Moore’s Larksong Annastasjia (16a) FN 8.6.10  A much younger girl of lovely size and 
weight.  Long, elegant body and limbs.  Large ears which are wide at the base and well set.  Short 
wedge of good width.  Nice whisker pads.  Lovely Russian expression.  Level bite, chin could be 
stronger.  Flat skull, angle, slight slope to fairly short nose.  Almond shaped eyes of good green 
colour.  Coat is short, soft although needs more density. 
 
3rd Newey’s Kremlinkatz Krystal Nikita (16a) FN 16.2.11  The youngest of the three at 10 
months+ but of good size and weight for age.  Slightly long wedge.  Slight slope to short nose.  Level 
bite.  Chin could be stronger.  Not showing whisker pads.  Almond shaped green eyes.  She can hold 
her ears vertically although she has a little too much space between them.  Flat skull and some 
angle.  Slightly harsh feel to her coat particularly on her back.  Mid blue although slightly lighter at 
roots and lying rather flat at the moment.  Balanced length tail. 
 
Miscellaneous Classes 
 
AV Foreign Adult Male  ( 6 present) 
 
1st Bond-Wonneberger’s UK IGC Furbell Stargazer (16a) M 3.3.08  A lovely Russian male with 
great presence and sunny disposition.  Short wedge with good width of muzzle.  Large well set ears.  
Slight slope to nose.  A really flat skull and excellent “angle”.   Short coat with good density just a 
fraction lighter at the roots.  Mid blue.  Long tapered tail with faint ghost rings.  Handles beautifully. 
 
2nd Fleming’s Ch. Shoelina Jazzpa Ryska (16a) M 6.7.10  Another really nice Russian male.  A 
really big lad for just 1yr 6 months.  Well balanced head.   Large, well set ears. Flat skull and good 
angle.  Fairly short nose with a slight slope.  Almond shaped green eyes  Broad muzzle.  Lovely 
whisker pads  Long, body and limbs.  Thick, dense and plushy coat, fractionally lighter at base.  Long 
tapered tail.  Very friendly lad. 
 
3rd Crow &  Goss’ Kagura Prince Caspian (72 41q) M 27.11.10   
 
AV Foreign Adult Female 
 
1st Bridges’ Adelfsh Aurora (72 45q) F 24.12.10  A lovely Asian girl of good type.  Very well set 
ears and good eye shape and set.  Short nose with a slight break.  Short broad wedge head.  Super 
coat texture with good ticking and lighter under parts of body.  Balanced length tail. 
 
2nd Cherkas’ Ch. Jusarka Yin Yang (34) F 2.12.04 
 
3rd Whitehouse’s Ch. Mauology Anatase (78 30s) F 24.2.09 
 
AV Foreign Kitten not bred by Exhibitor 
 
1st Wrigley’s Icegems Blue Steel (83aw) M 23.6.11  Young Blue Point Snowshoe boy of 6+ 
months.  Nice expression and super temperament.  Short broad wedge with rounded contours.  Top 
of head slightly rounded and clear cheekbones.  Slight slope to nose.  Level bite and quite good chin.  



Largish broad based ears with rounded tops following the wedge.  Pale Blue walnut shaped eyes 
with good width between them.  A strong, well made boy.  Balanced length slightly tapered tail.  
Short close lying coat, smooth and glossy with just a slight resilience.  Markings well defined with 
faint facial tracings.  Balanced inverted “V” starting just above the eyes, covering the nose, whisker 
pads and chin.  Evenly shaded body.  White front paws almost to the wrist.  Back legs white to the 
hock, 
 
2nd Martin’s Infushi Angels Kiss (84 14) FN 24.7.11  5+ months Sphynx girl of overall good type.  
Lovely peachy feel to her body.  Slight amount of fur on tail and nose.  Large well set ears.  Lemon 
shaped eyes set well apart.  Good rounded muzzle.  Very long fine tail.  Handled well. 
 
3rd Smith’s Kwansan Satinka Belle (77) FN 17.4.11 
 
AC Abyssinian Kitten 
 
1st Whitworth’s Melisani Reminiscing (23) F 2.5.11  A lovely 8 months Usual Aby girl.  Really 
rich and vibrant ruddy undercoat colour and black ticking.  Good coat texture.   Some colour to hocks 
and black tail tip and darker spine line.  Large beautifully set ears.  Gentle head lines.  Lovely nature. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


